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Dear Collector,

Precision die-cast modelling doesn’t come more collectable
than this. Each of these three magnificent 1:50 scale models
is released direct to collectors for the first time. But, most
remarkable of all, each is issued in a highly limited edition
of just 1,111 pieces. So if you want one of these, placing
your order immediately wouldn’t be too soon!

Welcome to the very first 2007 selection of precision die-cast models from Corgi direct.
Within the pages of your catalogue you will find over a hundred models, of which more
than half are brand new releases, now offered direct to collectors for the first time. More
than 75% of the models featured are also issued as Limited Editions, notably some issued
in unusually limited numbers (see page 3 and also under Road Transport Rigids). These
are very likely to sell out almost at once, so your early reservation is absolutely essential.
As you page through the catalogue, look out for some special offers which are exclusive
to collectors from Corgi direct. These include free postage and packing on all Road
Transport models (giving you a saving of £4.95); a half-price offer on the 1:76 scale
Trackside range; buy three Days Gone models and choose a fourth one free; and save
£2 when you buy two or more Forward March white metal figures.
One of the most encouraging aspects of the die-cast fraternity is how many more younger
collectors are taking a keen interest in this form of collectable. We aim to reflect this
interest with a number of ranges specifically targeted at the younger collector,
such as the Warbirds, Superhaulers and Days Gone series.

1,111 models

DAF CF & Houghton Parkhouse Livestock
Transporter - Peter McKerral 4
The DAF CF offers a highly ergonomic cab for optimal driver comfort
and performance, and incorporates a range of high efficiency Euro 3
engines. The Campbeltown, Argyle firm was founded in 1936.
Features of this 1:50 scale replica include realistic air lines, poseable
wheels and a decoupling livestock transporter.
Ref: CC13614 £84.99 Scale 1:50 Approx. length 335mm

1,111 models

DAF XF Curtainsider - Grampian Maclennans

4

Based in the Grampian Region south of Aberdeen, Grampian Maclennans runs a fleet of 42
tractors and rigids, as well as 80 trailers. This highly Limited Edition reproduces one of those
vehicles to exact 1:50 scale, and features a detailed DAF XF cab interior, realistic air lines
and meticulously reproduced livery and badging.
Ref: CC13233 £84.99 Scale 1:50 Approx. length 345mm

I hope I’ve included one or more models you will want to add to
your own collection.

6 Foden Alpha Curtainsider - E. & N. Ritchie Transport
This Highly Limited Edition reproduces a Foden Alpha from the Tyne & Wear transport and
storage firm founded by Ralph Ritchie as long ago as 1898. The model replicates a ‘Next
Generation’ Alpha to exact 1:50 scale, with fine detail rear view mirrors, a detailed cab
interior, realistic air lines and detailed chassis.
Ref: CC13906 £84.99 Scale 1:50 Approx. length 335mm

Claire Winter
Direct Marketing Manager
Limited Edition quantities correct at time of going to print and may be subject to alteration. Certain models photographed in this catalogue are hand finished prototypes.
The final quality of factory-produced models will be superior. All measurements are approximate. Corgi reserve the right to improve and amend specifications on all models.

post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

1,111 models

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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FREE P&P on ALL Road Transport models!

Collectables Road Transport - OUR RANGE OF THE MONTH!
Road Transport is surely the flagship range of precision die-cast modelling. Each 1:50 scale model reproduces a
vehicle from one of the great marques in trucking, such as Scania, Foden, MAN, DAF, Mercedes-Benz and Volvo.
All liveries are painstakingly researched and verified, and paint colours carefully matched to those of the originals.
This selection includes nine brand new releases, now offered direct to collectors for the first time.

6 Foden Alpha Aggregate Tipper - Henry Streeter
DAF XF Crane Trailer
& Palletised Load - Marshalls plc

This unusually low numbered Limited Edition is likely to attract
significantly above-average collector demand. Tracing its origins
to as far back as 1860, Streeters remains a family run company,
specialising in aggregates and hence tippers. Features include
detailed cab interior, fine chrome detail and photo-etched wipers.
Ref: CC13905 £64.99 Scale 1:50

1,510 models

4

Marshalls operates 110 articulated vehicles. Our Limited Edition
features a detailed cab interior, accurately observed livery and
badging, as well as a palletised load and rear-mounted crane.
Ref: CC13235 £64.99 Scale 1:50 Approx. length 345mm

Approx. length 225mm
1,111 models

Volvo FM Curtainside - N. Irving Transport

7

Volvo FH Curtainside - Eddie Stobart

Scale 1:50
Approx. length 270mm

6 Scania R Series Bulk Tipper - James Innes

order by phone on 023 8024 8844

5

Introduced in 1998, the Volvo FM fast became a favourite among road transport
operators, including CEMEX. This 1:50 scale replica features detailed hoses,
a decoupling tanker, detailed cab interior and photo-etched wipers.
Ref: CC13518 £64.99
2,110 models

1,860 models

4

Produced from new tooling in 2006, the Volvo FH is the latest in the exquisite range of
tractor units that make up Corgi’s Hauliers of Renown series. The model features
detailed cab interior and the very latest Eddie Stobart livery.
Ref: CC14002 £64.99 Scale 1:50 Approx. length 345mm

Volvo FM Feldbinder Tanker - Cemex

This rigid is modelled on one of 3 in the Northumberland-based family-run haulier, whose
core business is a daily groupage and full load service between the UK and Ireland.
Features of the model include fine detail wipers and separately applied rear view mirrors.
Ref: CC13517 £49.99 Scale 1:50 Approx. length 225mm

4

3,810 models

Our Limited Edition models one of 14 artics in the specialist bulk
grain haulage fleet of James Innes & Sons, based in Portsoy in the
Grampian Region. Features include a detailed cab interior,
fine detail rear view mirrors, photo-etched wipers and realistic air
lines, as well as precisely matched Bahama Gold livery.
Ref: CC13711 £64.99 Scale 1:50 Approx. length 275mm

8am - 8pm, 7 days a week

DAF CF Curtainside - Longs of Leeds

4

2,110 models

Founded in the 1920s and now in its fourth generation as a family
business, J. Long & Sons (Haulage) Ltd operates a fleet of mainly DAF
vehicles. Features of our 1:50 scale Limited Edition include detailed
cab interior and fine detail chromed curtainside buckles.
Ref: CC13613 £49.99 Scale 1:50 Approx. length 225mm
1,860 models

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

FREE P&P on ALL Road Transport models!

Collectables Road Transport - OUR RANGE OF THE MONTH!

6 Mercedes Benz Actros - Yuill & Dodds

7

Appearing for the first time in the colours of the Scottish haulier,
this Actros was to be seen at Truckfest 2006, the showcase of the
UK’s road transport industry. The model features a detailed cab
interior, realistic air lines and detailed wheels, hubs and tyres.
Ref: CC13808 £34.99 Scale 1:50

Now based on a 20 acre site in Skelmersdale with over
100,000 sq. ft of warehousing, the family-run business of
Ken Abram was founded in 1962. The immaculate fleet of
over 70 vehicles and some 120 trailers in its instantly
recognisable red and yellow livery is represented by this
equally immaculate 1:50 scale Limited Edition.
Ref: CC13907 £64.99 Scale 1:50

Approx. length 125mm

2,510 models

4

The Actros Megaspace cab offers long-distance drivers the comfort and convenience of a
flat floor and a commanding view of the road. This Limited Edition replicates a vehicle in
the fleet operated by Norfolkline, which operates the ro-ro ferries between the Dutch port
of Vlaardingen and Felixstowe. Features include a detailed cab interior, realistic air lines,
de-coupling curtainside trailer and photo-etched wipers.
Ref: CC13806 £64.99 Scale 1:50 Approx. length 345mm

Though Norfolk Lijn N.V. was
founded in 1961, it had its
roots back in the 1950s,
when a young independent
Dutch exporter of
agricultural and horticultural products
started a regular service between the Dutch
port of Vlaardingen and Colchester. In 1958,
due to draught restrictions, the route was
altered to become Scheveningen – Great Yarmouth
(hence the inspiration for the company name!).
In 1969 the company’s first ro-ro vessel Duke of
Holland came into service, cutting the turnaround
times from two days to four hours!

2,710 models

Scania R Series Topline Coles & Sons Transport

The original of our replica operates in the fleet of the County
Durham haulier specialising in car and caravan transporters.
The model features the authentic livery and intricate badging
of the original.
Ref: CC13232 £34.99 Scale 1:50
Approx. length 125mm

Founded in 1979, the Banbury based
haulier is now known throughout the
Truckfest world for the elaborate
customisation applied to all their
vehicles, complete with airbrushing
and stainless steel accessories.
Our Scania reproduces a well-known
sight at many a truckshow.
Ref: CC13714 £39.99

2,710 models

Foden Alpha - Reid’s Transport

This handsome 1:50 scale replica
reproduces a vehicle featuring in recent
Truckfest events, as well as fulfilling its ‘day
job’ of hauling bulk tippers and emptying
bulk cargoes at Ayr harbour. Features
include a detailed interior, accurately
reproduced paint colours and signwriting,
realistic air lines and photo-etched wipers.
Ref: CC13908 £34.99 Scale 1:50
Approx. length 125mm

Scale 1:50
Approx. length 125mm

2,710 models

post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

7

5

Norfolkline – the
origins of a legend

Mercedes-Benz Actros Curtainside - NorfolkLine

DAF XF Super Space Cab - Beamish Transport

2,510 models

Approx. length 345mm

5

Foden Alpha Curtainside - Ken Abram Ltd

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

2,710 models

7

Collectables Trackside
Bedford CA Van - Holland Toffee

No fewer than ten brand new releases enhance the 1:76 scale Trackside range even
further. Not only has this range captured the affections of die-cast collectors; it has
attracted a significant following among model railway enthusiasts because of its exact
‘00’ gauge compatibility. Most Trackside models featured are issued as Limited
Editions, accompanied with its own Certificate.

7

EDITOR
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2,260 models

Approx. length 55mm

Approx. length 110mm
2,260 models

Guy Big J Tipper - R.E. Mason

6 Scammell Contractor Pickfords Industrial
The latest addition to the extensive
Pickfords range of 1:76 Trackside
models comes in the form of this
Scammell Contractor, decorated
in the 1980s livery of Pickfords
Industrial (formerly Pickfords
Heavy Haulage).
Ref: DG198009 £12.99

Austin J2 Van - Securicor

The 15 cwt Austin/Morris J2 was produced
from 1956 to 1967, and was available either
as a van, a pick-up or a minibus. It was ideal
for transporting and delivering high value
consignments efficiently and safely.
Ref: DG202004 £3.99 Scale 1:76

The 1964 Scammell Townsman was the ultimate
development of the original Mechanical Horse,
which first appeared as long ago as 1933.
This 1:76 scale reproduction comes complete
with a sheeted load.
Ref: DG206002 £12.99 Scale 1:76

The ERF LV was introduced in 1962 with an
improved glass fibre cab and large one-piece
windscreen, and continued in production until
1974. This model features a detailed cab
interior and detailed chassis, and comes
complete with a removable container load.
Ref: DG186014 £12.99 Scale 1:76
Approx. length 130mm

Approx. length 55mm

Almost as collectable as Corgi!

5

ERF LV Flatbed Trailer &
Container Load - Carter’s

2,760 models

Scammell Townsman Flatbed & Load Isle of Man Steam Packet Co. Ltd 4

7

The Bedford CA proved one of the most
successful LDVs of the immediate post-war era.
The model offered here comes in the livery of
Youngs of Leeds, and features the slogan of
Holland Toffee: ‘Best on Earth’.
Ref: DG203005 £3.99 Scale 1:76

5

The Big J was Guy’s last range of trucks (they had
been taken over by Jaguar, hence the name Big J!),
launched in 1964. Features include cab interior
and accurately matched paint colours.
Ref: DG187009
£12.99 Scale 1:76
Approx. length 110mm

Ford Transit - Castrol

7

The appearance of the Ford Transit in 1965
marked a new era in light vans. The definitive
LDV is reproduced here in the livery of another
immortal in automotive history.
Ref: DG200005 £3.99 Scale 1:76
Approx. length 60mm

Scammell Scarab Box Trailer - Sharps Toffee

7

Collectors of 1:76 scale Trackside variants of the Scarab will welcome this new addition
to the fleet. The box trailer is adorned with the livery of the greatest name in toffees,
complete with its famous feathered symbol.
Ref: DG148020 £12.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 110mm

Scale 1:76
Approx. length 120mm
2,010 models

order by phone on 023 8024 8844

8am - 8pm, 7 days a week

Everyone over what they call ‘a certain age’ must
have cut their teeth on Sharps toffees. But did you
ever think to keep the tins? Probably not, which is
a pity, as there is now a roaring trade in Sharps
Toffee memorabilia! Items range from a toffee
hammer to a letter opener, from a money box to
the tins themselves. And what a range of subjects
has graced the lids over the years. From a 1950s
view of St Paul’s Cathedral to a c.1960 study of
Queen Elizabeth II Trooping the Colour.

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

2,260 models

9

Collectables Trackside
Scammell Scarab Flatbed with Load Calico Printers 7

HALF
PRICE
MODEL!

The once ubiquitous Scarab is reproduced here,
complete with canvas-covered load, and recalls a
bygone era when textiles provided the backbone
of the export trade.
Ref: DG148018 £11.99 Scale 1:76

3,300 models

Scammell Handyman Tanker - Esso

4

Approx. length 110mm

Did you know that Esso is actually a phonetic rendering of the
initials of Standard Oil? This model features a de-coupling
tanker, early period Esso graphics, and a glazed cab.
Ref: DG175009 WAS £12.99 NOW £6.49

Scammell Handyman with Flatbed Trailer
& Timber Load - Reid’s Transport 5
The original of our Limited Edition was launched in 1962 as a
fibreglass cab designed by Giovanni Michelotti. It was one of the
few tractors of that period that could legally couple to a 40 ft trailer!
Here it is presented complete with a flatbed trailer and load.
Ref: DG175015
£12.99 Scale 1:76

2,510 models

2,010 models

Our 1:76 scale reproduction is
decorated in the correct period
livery of the celebrated furniture
makers, complete with Royal
Warrant. Features of the model
include cab interior, chrome trim
and detailed wheels, hubs and tyres.
Ref: DG146015 £6.99
Scale 1:76
Approx. length 100mm

Leyland Octopus Platform
Lorry - W.A. Glendinning 7

Approx. length 100mm

Morris J2 Van - BMC Register

Ford Transit - Robson’s
Haulage & Storage 7
Collectors of the Trackside range of 1:76
scale Ford Transits will welcome this new
addition to the fleet. It is decorated in
the classic two-tone livery of Robson’s
Border Transport, and features a detailed
interior, wheels hubs and tyres.
Ref: DG200004 £3.99
Scale 1:76

2,110 models

post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

4

A companion model to the Securicor model (DG202004)
featured here, this 1:76 scale Morris version of the J2
comes in BMC’s own colours. Features include a detailed
interior and chrome detail.
Ref: DG202005 £3.99 Scale 1:76
Approx. length 55mm

Approx. length 60mm

7

At 22 tons gross weight, the Octopus was the largest in Leyland’s post-war 600 Series
range. First appearing in 1947, its rather stark lines reflected the realities of post-war
austerity. Our model appears in the subdued livery of Alfred Manchester & Sons Ltd.
Ref: DG176023 £12.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 120mm

Scale 1:76
Approx. length 120mm
2,010 models

Scale 1:76
2,510 models

Leyland Octopus Tanker - Alfred Manchester

The Octopus (22 gvw) was the largest
of Leyland’s post-war ‘600 Series’.
This replica features a detailed cab
interior and the authentic period livery.
Ref: DG176022
£11.99

10

In production from 1946 to 1964, the Guy
Pantechnicon was an icon of the immediate
post-war era. The fact that it was widely
operated by Pickfords was in itself a ringing
endorsement of its suitability for removals,
both domestically and overseas.
Ref: DG146016 £7.99

6 Guy Pantechnicon Waring & Gillow

Scale 1:76 Approx. length 140mm

Approx. length 130mm

6 Guy Pantechnicon Pickfords Overseas

Find more products and offers on-line @ www.corgi.co.uk
buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

2,260 models

11

Collectables Aviation Archive
Hawker Typhoon MkIb - 451 Squadron RAF, Egypt 1943

Here four new releases join the Aviation Archive selection of authentic
military and civil aircraft. All the models featured are designed and
engineered to exact 1:72 scale, and the accuracy of the paint colours,
camouflage and badging have been verified by reference either to
surviving aircraft or archive material. Four of the models reproduce
aircraft that served in World War Two, and the rather splendid
Westland Sea King dates from the 1997 NATO ‘Tiger Meet’.
J-8A Gladiator with Skis & Diorama 284/F Royal Swedish Air Force, Finland 1940

Gloster Gladiator MkII - 6 Squadron RAF, Libya 1941

3,094 models

5

Modified by the replacement of the conventional undercarriage by
skis, this Gloster Gladiator took part in the first air combat success
against the Soviets on the 12th January 1940. The squadron of
the Royal Swedish Air Force had been deployed as a volunteer
unit in support of the Finns against the Soviet offensive. The silver
paint overspray served as disruptive camouflage, and the aircraft
was badged with Finnish markings.
Scale 1:72
Ref: AA36204 £39.99

7

The original of this Typhoon MkIb DN323 was one of three sent for operational flight trials in
the Middle East in May 1943. Features of the model include retractable undercarriage, rotating
airscrew, accurate desert camouflage markings and a detailed cockpit with pilot figure.
Ref: AA36501 £29.99 Scale 1:72 Wingspan 175mm

Westland Sea King HAS.6 - 814 Squadron Royal Navy, 1997 Tiger Meet

4

5

Featuring fully detailed rigging, this classic biplane reproduces Gladiator N5851, flown by
Sgt Ron Walter in the Western desert pre-El Alamein. The very number 6 indicates the seniority of
the squadron, originating in World War I, and the quality of the model takes no prisoners either!
Ref: AA36206 £20.99 Scale 1:72 Wingspan 136mm

4,880 models

Westland Lysander MkII - 225 Squadron RAF, France 1940

After being disbanded in December 2000 after service in the Gulf and in the Balkans, 814
Squadron was re-formed in March 2001 at RNAS Culdrose. Featuring a tiger in its escutcheon,
the squadron qualifies as a member of the elite ‘Tiger Squadron Association’, and this Sea King
was suitably adorned to take part in the association’s 1997 NATO ‘Tiger Meet’ at RAF Fairford.
Ref: AA33413 £29.99 Scale 1:72 Rotor diameter 260mm

5

One of the unsung stalwarts of the early stages of World War II. Too slow-flying, too lightly
armed, and conceived for an earlier era, the Lysander proved a sitting duck for the
German fighters. But it kept them busy while we hastily made ready …
Ref: AA36801 £39.99 Scale 1:72 Wingspan 215mm

Approx. wingspan 136mm

2,410 models

order by phone on 023 8024 8844

8am - 8pm, 7 days a week
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3,160 models

3,370 models

Find more products and offers on-line @ www.corgi.co.uk
buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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Collectables Superhaulers Mini Mania
Superhaulers offer an eminently affordable way
to build a collection of die-cast tractors and
trailers. Scaled to 1:64, and many with working
features that include opening rear doors and
de-coupling trailers, each comes in the livery of
a well-known British brand. And for the Mini
enthusiast, here are no fewer than three brand
new Mini Miglia models, each associated with
an icon of the Mini 7 Racing Club.

Mini Miglia Mini 7 Racing Club - Peter Baldwin Car No. 1

Winner of the Mini Miglia Championship in both 2004 and 2005, Peter was
probably the most successful driver the championship has ever seen. Though
this is not the first Corgi model of the car, modifications justify modelling this
victorious car again.
Ref: CC82246
£11.99 Scale 1:36 Approx. length 85mm

ERF Cab & Container
- Royal Mail 4
Scale 1:64
Approx. length 270mm

Scania Cab & Fuel Tanker - BP
Ref: TY86634 £7.99

4

Scale 1:64

Approx. length 255mm

Scania Superhauler - Ringos
Ref: TY86638 £7.99

5

Scale 1:64

Approx. length 260mm

14

in
A winn that’s
model
No. 1!

4,340 models

3,470 models

Though he finished only 5th in the final year of the
Miglia championship, Colin Peacock shone out as
a star for the future. Features include a detailed
interior, photo-etched wiper, chrome effect wheels
and the authentic livery and badging of the original.
Ref: CC82251 £11.99 Scale 1:36
Approx. length 85mm

Scale 1:36 Approx. length 85mm

Mini Miglia Mini 7 Racing Club Stephen King 7

G
WORKINT
N
O
FR
LIGHTS!

The original of our 1:36 scale replica was built
as recently as 2005, with Stephen King entering
into the fastest Mini racing form of them all.
Our model features a detailed interior,
opening doors, and the accurate livery
of Dunlop Mini Miglia No. 25.
Ref: CC82253 £12.99

Scale 1:64

Scale 1:36 Approx. length 85mm

Approx. length 255mm

post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

6 Mini Miglia Mini 7 Racing Club Colin Peacock

Built in 1974, and initially
registered in Monaco, this Mini has
since specialised in competing in
historic events that recall the heyday of
the Cooper’s dominance of the rally
circuit. The model has working
headlights and accurate badging.
Ref: CC82250 £14.99

4

Ref: TY86818 £7.99

’S
EDITOR
!
CHOICgEMini

Mini Innocenti Cooper
Export - Rob Stacey 5

Ref: TY86815 £7.99

Argos Superhauler

7

3,320 models

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

3,010 models

Collectables Drive Time - NEW RANGE
Corgi’s new Drive Time range takes you though the spectrum of British
automotive history – everything from Motorsport to emergency vehicles to
classic commercials. All seven vehicles featured here, all modelled to exact
1:43 scale, are brand new releases, and each offers a small masterpiece
of die-cast engineering and finish, as well as an unparalleled attention to
detail. We would especially draw your attention to the pair of superb rally
Fords with their intricate and authentic badging.
Princess - West Midlands Police

Ford Transit Van
MkI - BRS Truck Rental

4

An unusually collectable Limited Edition, this: West Midlands Police were one
of the very few forces ever to operate the Princess for traffic control, one of only
two. Features include working suspension, and photo-etched chrome detail.
Ref: VA10203 £18.99 Scale 1:43 Approx. length 105mm

Range Rover - Metropolitan Police Special Escort Group

5

The SEG is a specialist division which escorts sensitive vehicles – anything
from prison vans carrying Category A prisoners to extremely high value loads.
Our Limited Edition comes with a Collector’s Card which details the specification
and history of the vehicle.
Ref: VA09611 £23.99
Scale 1:43
Approx. length 107mm

Range Rover - Cambridgeshire Police

4

If there was ever a road vehicle utterly suited to police work, it must
be the Range Rover, with its unrivalled on and off-road capabilities
and command driving position. This 1:43 scale Limited Edition
reproduces one of two Range Rovers operated by Cambridgeshire
Police, and features working suspension, a detailed interior and
authentic livery and badging.
Ref: VA09609 £19.99 Scale 1:43 Approx. length 107mm

’S
EDITOR
C
I
CHO Eard

4

Did you know that at its launch in 1965 the Transit range contained an
extraordinary 78 different models? No wonder it went on to dominate the
LDV market. This 1:43 scale replica is shown in the colours of BRS Truck
Rental, one of the largest commercial vehicle hire companies in the UK.
Ref: VA06621 £18.99 Scale 1:43 Approx. length 96mm

Austin A35 Van - Post Office Telephones

5

Our Limited Edition reproduces an Austin A35 van operated by Post Office
Telephones in the Portsmouth area in the 1960s. Featuring authentic
period livery and detailed interior, roof-mounted ladder,
plus photo-etched chrome trim
and jewelled headlights.
Ref: VA01709 £15.99

Ford Escort Mexico MkI - ShellSPORT

4

The original of our 1:43 scale Limited Edition was the sole survivor in its original
form of the 20 identical Mexicos lent by Ford to Brands Hatch for pro/celebrity
support races and racing school duties. It was also the car used at the wedding of
John Webb, Brands Hatch MD, to Angela!
Ref: VA09510 £25.99 Scale 1:43 Approx. length 92mm

Ford Sierra Sapphire Cosworth 4x4 - Lombard RAC Rally

5

It looked like a full works rally car back in 1991, but it wasn’t! It was actually the Ford
Team publicity car built as a show car by sponsors Q8, and which featured in much of
the pre-event publicity. The giveaway is the headlights; standard Sierra ones in this car.
Ref: VA10007 £25.99
Scale 1:43
Approx. length 104mm

Scale 1:43
Approx. length 82mm

r’s c
Collecto this
with
model!

order by phone on 023 8024 8844

17
8am - 8pm, 7 days a week

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

Collectables Drive Time - NEW RANGE
6 Land Rover Defender
110 - Born Free

Welcome to nine new models! The 1:43 scale
Vanguards Classics range traces the history of British
saloon and sports cars in the post-World War Two
era. Each model is designed and engineered to a
rigorous standard we call the 8-Point Specification
Plan. This includes complete faithfulness to body
shapes and paint colours, detailed interiors, jewelled
headlights, photo-etched chrome parts and, in most
cases, working suspension.
Rover P6 3500 S V8 - Avocado Green

This Limited Edition says it all:
Born Free. In the business of
saving lives, conserving species
and protecting individual
animals, what better partner
could they choose than the
Defender 110? The model
features accurate Born Free
Foundation badging.
Ref: VA09706 £12.99

5

Affectionately known by ‘his’ current owner as ‘Graham’,
the original of our replica was the very last P6 to come off
the assembly line on the 19th March 1977. Consequently,
he has spent most of his life cosseted by museums and private
collections, having done only 13,000 miles on the road.
Ref: VA06515 £15.99 Scale 1:43

Princess 2000HL - Vermillion

7

Introduced in 1975, the Austin Princess never really
lived up to expectations. Yet this 1:43 scale
replica reproduces what was really a rather
stylish car, the elegance of the
original reflected in this
model tribute.
Ref: VA10205
£15.99 Scale 1:43

Triumph and Disaster

Approx. length 105mm

Scale 1:43
Approx. length 105mm

6 Jaguar XJ12 - Lavender Blue
The XJ12 is immaculately reproduced here,
featuring the astonishing (and precisely
matched) Lavender Blue paintwork of the
original, as well as photo-etched chrome
detail, detailed wheels, hubs and tyres,
and luxury interior.
Ref: VA08618 £11.99

Approx. length 106mm

Scale 1:43 Approx. length 112mm

MGZT - X Power Grey Metallic

4

Modelled on the Rover 75 and using the same bodyshell, but with
a chassis modified from comfort to sporting, the ZT was originally
powered by a 2.5 litre 190bhp with front wheel drive, later joined by
a V8 260bhp version with rear wheel drive. Our replica features
working suspension, jewelled headlights and capacious interior.
Ref: VA09306 £15.99 Scale 1:43 Approx. length 108mm
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8am - 8pm, 7 days a week

Triumph TR7 - Pharaoh Gold

The Triumph TR7 was in many ways
symbolic of the trials and tribulations of
British Leyland in the 1970s. Designed in
the early Seventies, with styling input from
Michelotti, it never realised its potential:
problems with the convertible version and
American safety legislation; problems with
quality control and industrial action.
Ultimately the combination led to closure
of the Speke plant where the car was
originally built. Production
ceased in October 1981: only
EDITOR
’S
112,375 cars were ever built.
CH

OI
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7

Produced from new tooling for 2007, this 1:43 scale Limited
Edition of the 2 litre eight valve TR7 features the precisely
matched Pharaoh Gold paint colour of the original. It also
exactly replicates the body shape and styling, and is enhanced
by photo-etched chrome wheels and a finely detailed interior.
Ref: VA10500 £15.99 Scale 1:43 Approx. length 95mm

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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Collectables Drive Time - NEW RANGE
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CHOICE

6 Hillman Avenger Polar White

A true
1
classic 970s
for you
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Rover SD1 Vitesse –
30th Anniversary - Silver Leaf

Ford Escort MkI 1300E Purple Velvet 4
One of the cleverest marketing ploys
of Ford in the 1970s was to evolve
variants of quite standard models
to appeal to niche markets.
The 1300E (for Executive) was
embellished with trim parts,
vinyl roof, thick pile carpets
and square halogen lights,
and a range of sexy colours:
and it sold for nearly 50%
above the price of the basic model!
Ref: VA09509 £11.99
Scale 1:43

Approx. length 92mm

4

The 3.5 litre V8 SD1, tuned to produce 190 bhp, was one of very few British
supercars to emerge in the last quarter of the 20th Century. This replica
reproduces the ultimate version, the Vitesse. Details include a full interior,
authentic trim, accurately matched paint colour and faithful body shape,
as well as detailed wheels, hubs and tyres.
Ref: VA09009 £14.99 Scale 1:43 Approx. length 109mm

6 Range Rover - Java Black
First introduced in June 1970, the Range Rover came
to be an icon as the first genuine multi-purpose road
vehicle. In the 1980s its utilitarian design and
image was transformed into a serious
contender in the luxury stakes. Our 1:43
scale replica reproduces one of the 21st
Century manifestations of the Range Rover,
complete with working suspension and
detailed luxury interior.
Ref: VA09608 £14.99 Scale 1:43

Triumph Spitfire Mk 3 - Valencia Blue

4

The Spitfire was introduced in 1962 and priced to compete with the MG Midget.
This, the Mk 3, was launched in 1967. Features of the model include working
suspension, photo-etched chrome parts, and detailed wheels, hubs and tyres.
Scale 1:43 Approx. length 85mm
Ref: VA06711 £11.99

Ford Sierra Sapphire GLS - Radiant Red

5

Jaguar XJR - Quartz

4

From the moment of its launch, the XJR was acclaimed for its remarkable blend of
sports car performance and luxury car ride. Though our replica can’t emulate the
acceleration from 0-60mph in 5 seconds of the original, it can and does reproduce
the exact body shape and precisely matched paint colours.
Ref: VA09107 £11.99
Scale 1:43 Approx. length 115mm
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Join our collectors club today! Log on @ www.corgi.co.uk for more details

post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

Approx. length 83mm

The original Sierra hatchback launched in 1982 was intended to replace the
Cortina – and the public didn’t like that one bit. Ford persevered, however,
and the car became a strong seller. Our model reproduces the Sapphire version,
and features working suspension, detailed interior and photo-etched wipers.
Ref: VA09900 £11.99
Scale 1:43 Approx. length 104mm

Approx. length 107mm
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This model replicates the car launched
in February 1970 by the Chryslercontrolled, former Rootes Group, as an
answer to cars like Ford’s Escort and
Vauxhall’s Viva. Features precisely matched
Polar White paint and photo-etched chrome parts.
Ref: VA10401 £11.99
Scale 1:43

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk

Don’t miss the Maynes of Buckie diorama on page 32!

Collectables Original Omnibus

6 ROE Trolleybus - Teesside
Railless Traction Board

More than once over recent years voted by collectors the ultimate range in
precision die-cast, the Original Omnibus range of 1:76 scale (‘00’ gaugecompatible) buses and coaches IS the history of British public road transport.
This selection of both historic and modern vehicles includes six brand new
releases, all of them issued as Limited Editions, notably the splendid Van
Hool T9 ‘Grand Tourer’.

Delivered to T.R.T.B. as No. 2 on the 1st
June 1950, the original of this 1:76 scale
replica is currently being restored at the
Trolleybus Museum at Sandtoft. Half the
models come with North Ormesby
destination signage, and half South Bank.
Ref: OM41401 £24.99

2,010 models

Optare Solo - Gower Explorer

4

Formed in 1990, Pullman Coaches Ltd started out as a coach hire company, offering school
transport, private hire and tour operator services. Awarded the Gower service contract in
September 2004, the company is represented here by a model of an Optare Solo serving
the 117 route to the liltingly-named South Wales destinations of Llangennith and Llanmadoc.
Ref: OM44112 £19.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 110mm

6 Guy Arab - Ribble
Selected to build utility double-deck chassis during World War II, Guy emerged to become
one of the great wartime and post-war manufacturers. Our Limited Edition models a vehicle
dating from the 1940s, and features the rather austere styling of the period.
Ref: OM43913 £24.99 Scale 1:76
Approx. length 108mm

Scale 1:76 Approx. length 108mm
2,510 models

The original of this replica was once a Southdown
‘Queen Mary’ registered as BUF 278C before it was
acquired by Maidstone and put to work on British Rail
contract work as 217 UKL. Features include full passenger
seating, glazed windows, a detailed driver’s cab and the
bold blue and yellow livery dating from 1990.
Ref: OM41911 £24.99 Scale 1:76
Approx. length 108mm

2,410 models

Wright Eclipse Urban - Fastrack/Kent Thameside

MCW Metrobus - Reading Transport

7

DUAL DESTINATION. 50% of models
produced will carry the destination
North Ormesby and 50% will carry
the destination South Bank

Leyland PD3/Queen Mary - Boro’line,
Maidstone Corporation 4

7

3,020 models
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Reading Buses, one of only 17 bus companies owned by
municipalities in the wake of the tidal wave of privatisation, operates,
among other services, the London Express. This London Express doubledecker features authentic livery, full passenger seating, detailed driver’s cab
and photo-etched wipers as well as fine detail rear view mirrors.
Ref: OM45117 £24.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 108mm

One of the leading edge operators in the field of rapid public transport
transit, Fastrack is pioneering the concept of high quality dedicated
busways in Kent Thameside. Arriva is operating a fleet of 14 of these
single-deckers, one of which is the original of our 1:76 scale model.
Ref: OM46004 £25.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 157mm
2,410 models

order by phone on 023 8024 8844

8am - 8pm, 7 days a week

2,010 models

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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Don’t miss the Maynes of Buckie diorama on page 32!

Collectables Original Omnibus
WrightBus Urban Eclipse - Whitelaws Coaches

7

The ultimate in luxury
coach travel

The original of this 1:76 scale replica is a Volvo B7 RLE with WrightBus
Urban Eclipse body, which was introduced into the Whitelaws fleet in July
2004. The model features detailed wipers and rear view mirrors, full
passenger seating, and precisely matched paint colours and badging.
Ref: OM46002 £24.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 157mm
3,510 models

6 Plaxton Premiere - Red & White Coaches
This 1:76 scale model replicates a Plaxton Premiere in the South Wales
fleet formerly known as Phil Anslows Travel, and now part of the
Stagecoach Group. Features of the model include full high-back
passenger seating, photo-etched wipers and fine detail rear view
mirrors, as well as reproducing exactly the striking Red & White
Coaches livery.
Ref: OM43314 £19.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 160mm
2,010 models

Wright Urban Eclipse - Lothian Buses

7

Our 1:76 scale replica is modelled on an original running along the
Edinburgh route publicised along the vehicle’s roof line. This single
decker features detailed passenger seating, driver’s cab and the
guidewheels of the original, as well as an advertisement for the route’s
most famous occupant, the former Royal Yacht Britannia, now moored
permanently at Ocean Terminal.
Ref: OM46003 £24.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 157mm
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2,010 models

East Lancs. Lowlander - Sanders Coaches

Van Hool T9 - Shearings WA

3,510 models

Join our collectors club today! Log on @ www.corgi.co.uk for more details

post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

4

Our 1:76 replica reproduces one of two DB250 Myllennium Lowlanders
that replaced the last of the Leyland Olympians in the Sanders fleet.
Features of the model include full passenger seating, detailed driver cab
interior, accurate destination signage and fleet badging.
Ref: OM42515 £24.99 Scale 1:76 Approx. length 145mm
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The revolutionary concept of the ‘Grand Tourer’
was introduced by Wallace Arnold in 2001. It cost
a bit more than the standard fare, but look what
the passenger got for it: extra legroom, leather
seats, a separate rear lounge, GPS to allow the
passenger to track the journey on a monitor,
and a multi-track sound system with headphones.
Fifteen new Van Hool Volvos were delivered to the
merged WA Shearings fleet for the 2006 season,
conforming to the ‘Grand Tourer’ concept but
without the lounge.

A ver - order
model ay!
tod

7

First introduced by Wallace Arnold in 2001, the ‘Grand Tourer’
concept incorporated a host of previously unheard-of luxury
touches to the conventional touring coach. The original of this
1:76 scale replica was one of 15 Van Hool Volvos delivered to
the merged WA Shearings fleet for the 2006 season, and the
model itself conveys something of the grandeur of the original!
Ref: OM45909 £24.99 Scale 1:76
Approx. length 160mm
3,500 models

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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ONLY £9.99 PER MODEL!

Collectables Warbirds

6 Avro Lancaster MkIII - ‘Mickey the Moocher’

The first series of Corgi Warbirds, a 14 piece collection reproducing some of the most famous aircraft
of World War Two, both bombers and fighters, flown and fought by both Allied and Axis powers,
sweeps towards its completion with the release of four brand new models. Remember that when you
collect all 14 in this series, you can claim a FREE Sights & Sounds model from the Aviation Archive
worth up to £149.99 - see model pack for details.

The heavy Lancaster bomber became a legend in its time, most
notably as the aircraft of the Dam Busters raid of May 1943.
‘Mickey’ flew all through the summer of 1944, attacking V1
sites, and including the Caen raid that marked
the Allied break-out of Normandy.
Ref: WB99609 £9.99

6 Curtiss P40 Kittyhawk IA Les Jackson
Some said it was obsolete. But the P-40
remained in service right to the end of
World War II. Obsolete? One of the great
Australian fighter pilots of the war, Flight
Lieutenant Leslie Douglas Jackson DFC and
his Kittyhawk played a key role in repelling
the threat of a Japanese invasion..
Ref: WB99610 £9.99
Scale 1:72 Wingspan 155mm

Scale 1:144 Wingspan 216mm

Republic P-47D
Thunderbolt - Dave Schilling

4

In a dogfight, the P47 could outroll almost
anything, and it could take firepower punishment
to an almost legendary extent. Colonel Dave
Schilling served with the USAAF fighting combat
missions based in Britain from early 1943
onwards, becoming one of the leading
fighter aces of World War Two.
Ref: WB99607 £9.99
Scale 1:72 Wingspan 175mm

P-51 Mustang III - Sqd. Leader
Eugeniusz Horbaczewski 7
The first fighter which possessed the
range to escort heavy bombers all the
way to and from daylight raids over
German cities, fighter ace Horbaczewski
took command of Polish No. 315
Squadron in February 1944.
Ref: WB99602 £9.99
Scale 1:72 Wingspan 155mm

order by phone on 023 8024 8844

Junkers JU87 Stuka B-2 Hans Ulrich Rudel 7
Able to dive very steeply at relatively low speeds,
the Stuka was remarkably accurate – and no Stuka
pilot was more feared than Oberst Ulrich Rudel.
So successful was Rudel at inflicting damage on the
Russian Army (519 tanks alone destroyed) that Stalin
himself put a price of 100,000 roubles on his head.
Ref: WB99608 £9.99
Scale 1:72 Wingspan 190mm

8am - 8pm, 7 days a week

Boeing B-17G Flying
Fortress - ‘Sally B’ 7
A World War II curiosity in
that she wasn’t finished in time
to take part in combat, this
aircraft is preserved today at the
Imperial War Museum at RAF
Duxford. In 1989 she starred in
the film ‘Memphis Belle’, the story
of the first B-17 to complete 25
missions over enemy territory.
Ref: WB99612 £9.99
Scale 1:144 Wingspan 219mm
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see model pack for your chance to own a free SIGHTS & SOUNDS model!
buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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Collectables Days Gone
Priced at just £4.99 each, the Days Gone range of
veteran vehicles must be the most affordable way to
build a collection of die-cast. Each of these lovely
little models is decorated in a livery or packaging/
advertising designs from bygone days, building into
a collection which mirrors
the history of everyday
life in Britain during the
20th Century. This
selection also includes
some emergency services
vehicles from an earlier era.
Showmans Steam Loco Brian Smith 7
Ref: DG125010 £4.99

Ford Model T Tanker Express Dairies 5

Dennis F8 Fire Engine Leeds City Fire Service 7

Ref: DG008026 £4.99
Approx length 80mm

Ref: DG060019 £4.99

6 Baker’s Van Frears & Blacks Ltd

Approx length 90mm

Ref: DG205002 £4.99

1,500 models

1,500 models

Approx length 72mm
1,500 models

6 Sentinel 6 Wheel
Dropside - Hazell
and Sons
Ref: DG081002 £4.99
Approx length 88mm

Ford Model A Van Metropolitan Police

SAVE £4.99!

1,500 models

Model T Ford Van Force Flakes 4
Ref: DG006204 £4.99
Approx length 70mm

6 Bedford Ambulance Gloucestershire
Ambulance Service
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Ref: DG064010 £4.99
Approx length 88mm

Morris Z Van - Lyons Tea

7

1,500 models

Ref: DG013100 £4.99
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Buy 3 Days Gone models
& get the 4th FREE -

Mini - South
Wales Police

Approx length 85mm

1,500 models

SPECIAL OFFER:

6 Austin 7
Ref: DG074004
£4.99

Approx length 73mm

1,500 models

1,500 models

Approx length 82mm

7

Ref: DG058030 £4.99
Approx length 82mm

1,500 models

Find more products and offers on-line @ www.corgi.co.uk
1,500 models

post your order to: Corgi Classics Ltd., FREEPOST SO 4438, Southampton SO14 0HS (no stamp needed)

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
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Buy 2 or more FORWARD MARCH models & get £2 OFF!

Collectables Forward March
Forward March offers a range of
spin cast fine white metal 1:32
scale figures, grouped into specific
themes from our history.
These range from Great Leaders
to Civilians at War, from the Battle
of Trafalgar to Operation Desert
Storm. Collect all 12 figures in
any one theme, and you will also
receive a FREE replica Campaign
Medal. And when you buy any
two Forward March models from
this selection, we will give
you £2 off the price of your
combined purchase.

6 Captain Thomas Hardy
1805 - Battle of Trafalgar
Captain Thomas Hardy is best
remembered for having served in
HMS Victory as Nelson’s flag captain
at Trafalgar, which is as he is
depicted in this handsome spin-cast,
white metal figure executed to 1:32
scale. What is less well known is that
he subsequently went on to higher
things, culminating in his appointment
as First Sea Lord in 1830, 25 years
after Trafalgar.
Ref: CC59186 £9.99
Scale 1:32
Approx. height 63mm

6 German Ski Trooper 1943 Special Forces
Of the elite special forces of the Wehrmacht
in World War II, there were few more elite
than the ski troopers. Drawn from parts of
Europe in which skiing was second nature
almost as early as cutting their teeth, the
troopers of these units were a fast and
highly effective weapon in winter infantry
warfare. This 1:32 scale hand-painted
figure salutes them.
Ref: CC59163 £9.99 Scale 1:32
Approx. height 46mm, length 83mm

order by phone on 023 8024 8844

6 French Infantryman
at Pozieres - Battle of
the Somme

6 Winston Churchill
1945 - Great Leaders

Though we rightly commemorate
the ghastly casualties of the British
Army in the horror commencing on
the 1st July 1916 (some 420,000),
we tend to overlook the 200,000
casualties suffered by the French in
that same battle. This spin-cast,
white metal, hand-painted tribute to
the French infantrymen of the
Somme remembers them.
Ref: CC59176 £9.99
Scale 1:32
Approx. height 54mm

British Corporal with Bren Gun - Battle of El Alamein
The 0.303 inch Bren light machine gun was a focal weapon in the
armoury of the British infantry. This white metal, hand-painted figure
epitomises a key defensive and offensive resource in the 1942 battle
which turned the tide of the war in the North African desert.
Ref: CC59190
£9.99 Scale 1:32
Approx. height 23mm,
length 88mm
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Prime Minister through the crucial
war years of 1940 to 1945, was
he the greatest Prime Minister of
the 20th Century? A recent poll
suggested he came only 4th, but
as one correspondent to the
Daily Telegraph pointed out,
without him, there probably
wouldn’t have been the ten
who came after!
Ref: CC59161 £9.99
Scale 1:32
Approx. height 54mm

6 British Infantryman
of the Staffs. Regiment Desert Storm
Think of Operation Desert
Storm, and it’s always images
of lethal combat aircraft and
armoured columns that come
to mind. But the backbone of
any land-fought war is the
infantry, and we remember
them here in the form of this
1:32 scale hand-painted figure.
Ref: CC59198 £9.99
Scale 1:32
Approx. height 54mm

Accompanying the
Forward March series
are exact size replicas
of famous medals,
including the Victoria
Cross and the Burma
Star. Each medal is
presented in its own
framed case.
SEE IN-PACKS FOR
FURTHER DETAILS

5
6 Capt. Charles Upham VC 1942 Famous Heroes

6 National Fire Service Firefighter
1940 - Civilians at War

One of only three men ever to win the Victoria
Cross and Bar (the equivalent of a second VC),
New Zealander Charles Upham (1908 – 1994)
won his first VC in Crete in May 1941, and his
second for actions in June 1942 at Minqar Qaim
in North Africa. After the war he returned to
‘Landsdown’, his farm in New Zealand, which
he ran until almost the end of his life.
Ref: CC59172 £9.99

Between September 1940 and May 1941 the
Luftwaffe mounted no fewer than 127 raids on
British cities, 71 of which were on London. Day
and night the fire service fought the fires and dug
victims from the wreckage of their homes. Visit
the sculptor John Mills’s most moving monument to
the heroes of the fire service, situated immediately
to the south of St Paul’s Cathedral.
Ref: CC59170 £9.99

Scale 1:32 Approx. height 45mm

See more online at www.corgi.co.uk

Scale 1:32 Approx. height 54mm
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Collectables Winter Dioramas
Since Corgi first introduced lifelike dioramas (models presented in similarly scale sets), these have
proved most attractive to real connoisseurs of precision die-cast. Each diorama is based on real
life photography, which is translated by our model-makers into the three-dimensional, which is
then cold cast, and hand-painted to the original visual reference. The models
themselves are, needless to say, genuine exact-scale Corgi originals.
Van Hool T9 & Diorama - Maynes of Buckie

5

Exactly 60 years old this year, the Aberdeenshire company Maynes of Buckie
is a family business, which today operates around 30 coaches on private
hire and on extended tours throughout the UK and Europe. Our 1:76
scale Van Hool T9 from the Maynes fleet is offered in the highly realistic
diorama of an icy winter setting not a million miles from home!
Ref: OM45908 £59.99
Scale 1:76
Approx. length: Van Hool T9 160mm

2,010 models

Land Rover Defender & Diorama Calder Valley Search & Rescue 4
This diorama attempts to convey the type of conditions in which
the original of our 1:43 scale replica has so often to perform in
the South Pennine hills. This year marks the 40th Anniversary
of the Calder Valley Search & Rescue Team, which consists
entirely of volunteers financed 100% by charitable donations.
The model and the separately cold-cast diorama scene have
been modelled from an actual photograph.
Ref: CV1002 £29.99
Scale 1:43
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Approx. length: Defender 105mm
1,000 models

buy online at www.corgi.co.uk
Corgi & Device is a Registered Trade Mark of Corgi Classics Limited

